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A music school in China.

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/492081795442425857/photo/1
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iAdidas Shop Amsterdam:

Bali, Indonesia swim resort.

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/491704233436393472/photo/1


 
A bridge made entirely of trampolines.

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/488865556523937792/photo/1


At the University of Munich in Germany, this 4 story slide can take students from
any floor down to ground level.

 
This Village in Giethoorn, Netherlands has no roads and you take a boat to go to
different places!

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/487642467198840832/photo/1
https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/487008317097918464/photo/1


 

Paris from the Eiffel Tower.

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/486525545816260608/photo/1
https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/486947927018176512/photo/1


 
Water slide at the Atlantis Resort, Paradise Island, Bahamas. 

 
River in Japan filled with cherry blossom petals. 

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/486276001882963968/photo/1


 

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/494542951335604224/photo/1


A fisherman in New Zealand discovered a translucent sea creature off Northland's
Karikari Peninsula.

 
This pig took a risk and escaped from a truck all for the sake of its freedom.

 
A wild long-tailed macaque monkey adopted an abandoned kitten at Ubud's
Monkey Forest in Bali. 

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/492836697361895425/photo/1
https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/493772778789949440/photo/1


 
Grüner See in Styria, Austria, is a dry park in the winter, and a 12m deep lake in the
summer.

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/493410472277082113/photo/1


 
In China teachers allow children to sleep in class for 20 minutes to learn better

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/492685728963649538/photo/1


 
Frozen wave in Antarctica.

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/492489418167840768/photo/1


 
Abandoned Tunnel of Love in the Ukraine..

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/492504523009957888/photo/1


 
 
In the gulf of Alaska, two oceans combine but do not mix.

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/492429249610260481/photo/1


https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/492368613182300161/photo/1


 
MindBlowing . . . 

 
 
Lenticular clouds over Mount Fuji, Japan 

 
Police dogs final test: self control 

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/492006419429097472/photo/1
https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/491689174123438080/photo/1


 
Glasswing Butterfly

 
 
 

 
-- 

All gave some, some gave all.
“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed.
Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as being

https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/489786599484698624/photo/1
https://twitter.com/AwkwardGoogle/status/489424211593953281/photo/1


self-evident.”
-Arthur Schopenhauer (German philosopher, 1788-1860)


